Specialists in Mobile Temporary Themed Golf Courses
Click Here to visit our website
Book a FREE consultation
info@golf-attractions.com
http://www.golf-attractions.com/

31 Commercial Road, Poole,
Dorset, BH14 0HU, UK
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Introduction

A proven crowd pleaser, Golf Attractions’ pop-up golf courses provide hours of fun and entertainment for
people of all ages, no matter where the location. Complete with incredible life-like animatronic models and
realistic themed scenery and props, Golf Attractions’ award winning formula will amaze and delight customers.
Providing the ‘WOW!’ factor to ensure an exciting customer experience, a pop-up golf course from Golf
Attractions is a unique and positive business investment.
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Jurassic Pop-up Adventure Golf Course
Taking golfers back to the drama and
excitement of the Jurassic age, Golf
Attractions Jurassic pop-up Adventure
Golf Course, is an incredible sight. Bold,
bright and bursting with scenery and
props, Golf Attractions place golfers in
the midst of a world where dinosaurs
roam dangerously free.
Shaded by looming palm trees and
landscaped with Jurassic planting, the
unique thrill comes when golfers are

brought face to face with a selection of
spectacular life-sized animatronic and
static dinosaurs as they make their way
around the course.
Specifically designed to challenge the
experienced golfer whilst providing
a fun course for the novice golfer to
navigate, this exciting experience can
be enjoyed by the whole family no
matter what their age or golfing skill.

Previous Locations
The Centre MK, Milton Keynes
The Oracle, Reading
Galleria, Hatfield
Wyvale Garden Centre, Bridgemere

What’s Included
9 or 12 challenging golf holes
1 x moving dinosaur
8 x static dinosaurs
5 x artificial palm trees (4m high)
25 x artificial plants (1.5m – 1.0m high)
25 x artificial rocks
Internal rope fence
80m themed external fence (1.2 m high)
Themed entrance gate
Military Jeep
Jurassic themed props
80 Golf Clubs
200 Golf Balls
Facebook page available
(www.facebook.com/jurassicadventuregolf)

Website & online booking available
(www.golf-attractons.com)
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Pirate Adventure Golf Course
Ahoy all you landlubbers! A thrilling
swashbuckling pirate adventure is
guaranteed with the Pirate Adventure
Golf Course from Golf Attractions.
Set in a pirate’s cove this golf course
really is a feast for the eyes. Featuring
a stunning pirate’s long ship together
with a host of surly pirates hidden within
the themed landscaping, golfers are
encouraged around the holes with the
promise of the colossal animatronic

Octopus located in the centre of the
course.
A bright and colourful spectacle, the
Pirate Adventure Golf Course has
been specifically designed to offer a
challenging game for the experienced
golfer and fun entertainment for the
novice, guaranteeing a competitive and
exciting time for everyone irrespective
of age or golfing ability.

Previous Locations
The Centre MK, Milton Keynes
The Oracle, Reading
Wyvale Garden Centre, Huntingdon

What’s Included
9 or 12 challenging golf holes
Moving Octopus (6m diameter)
10 x pirate figures
7 x artificial plants (0.5m – 1.0m)
25 x artificial rocks
Internal rope fence (1.2m high)
80m themed external fence (1.2m high)
Torture bench
6m long pirate ship
Themed entrance gate
80 Golf Clubs
200 Golf Balls
Facebook page available
www.facebook.com/pirateadventuregolf

Website & online booking available
(www.golf-attractons.com)
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Packages & Availability

Jurassic Golf
April to September
9 or 12 hole course:

£40,000

October to March
9 or 12 hole course:

£13,000

12 Months Rental
9 or 12 hole course:

£50,000

Maintenance & Deposit
6 months maintenance £1500
3 months refresh
Deposit

£1000
£15000

Pirate Golf
April to September
9 or 12 hole course:

£36,000

October to March
9 or 12 hole course:

£12,000

12 Months Rental
9 or 12 hole course:

£46,000
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Testimonials
Working with shopping centres, golf courses and other public venues throughout the UK, Golf Attractions’ Pop-Up Golf
Courses are proving extremely popular, both with the general public and with the businesses who are investing in them.
Providing excellent business benefits and tangible profit, we are pleased to share with you evidence of how well Golf
Attractions’ Pop-Up Golf Courses are doing. Please read what a few of our customers have to say:

Bridgmere Garden World, Nantwich.

thecentre:MK

Oracle Shopping Centre, Reading.

Adding a golfing attraction into the mix at a large and busy
Garden Centre, provided General Manager Keith Taylor with
huge business benefits:

Providing the central shopping centre in Milton Keynes with
a Jurassic golf course during the summer months of 2013,
Commercialisation Manager, Jackie Tracey, was thrilled with
the results:

Boosting publicity and proving itself to be a real
crowd-pleaser, Francesca Hutchinson, Commercialisation
Coordinator is already planning for future gold course
installations from Golf Attractions at the Oracle Shopping
Centre.

“Investing in Golf Attractions’ Jurassic Golf has opened up a
whole new leisure element to Bridgemere Garden World,
which has benefitted us tremendously in a number of ways.
Firstly it has given people another reason to visit us - we
have seen an increase in the younger target market in
particular; young families and groups of friends now come
along and spend time at our Garden Centre, more often
than not purchasing food and merchandise from us as a
result. Secondly it has given us great social media coverage.
A lot of Facebook activity and ‘selfies’ with the dinosaurs on
the golf course has had a fantastic effect on the promotion
the Garden Centre, enabling us to attract new customers
from further afield. Obviously the children love it and with
the launch of the Jurassic Park film, it was perfect timing for
us.
Overall the installation of the Jurassic Golf Course attraction
has been a massive success. We were interested to see the
reaction from our traditional customer base - we have been
delighted at the
response. People young and old have completely embraced
this new feature at Bridgmere Garden World and the
feedback that we have received has all been extremely
positive.”

info@golf-attractions.com
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“The space that we wanted to place the Golf Course had
proved problematic for promotions and events in the past
despite its proximity to great retails and restaurants, as it
had no roof. The Jurassic Gold Course is completely
weatherproof however and it was decided to reduce the size
to 12 holes to suit the location. The intention was to drive
footfall to the area, particularly during the late summer
evenings, entertain a family audience and drive additional
sales to the adjacent restaurants, which would in turn
increase turnover rents.

“…We were impressed with the proposal [from Golf
Attractions} and so we decided to book it in for the summer
season on our Riverside performance area. The course was a
real hit with our customers and exceeded our expectations
in terms of aesthetics and management. It gained a great
amount of social media and press coverage and fast
became a destination for families and people of all ages. It
also met our objectives in terms of providing customers with
a new leisure offer and increasing dwell time on the
Riverside.

Containing a dozen life-sized dinosaurs, plus props, all
themed to replicate the Jurassic Park film, was in place for
Easter. The quality of the set and the equipment is first class,
everything being brand new for thecentre:mk , installation
was completely problem free and the activity ready early.

We have already booked the Jurassic mini golf attraction
again and are exploring other themed options with Sven
going forward, potentially including Angry Birds.”

We have been exceptionally pleased with the Jurassic Gold
course, with income exceeding expectations. The on-site
team offer excellent service and the administration has been
first class. I would have no hesitation in recommending
German Events Golf Attractions to other shopping centres.
This is a perfect footfall and sales driver, ideal for both
indoor and outdoor locations and a great example of
shoppertainment.”

To find out about how Golf Attractions can
benefit your business, get in touch now:
info@golf-attractions.com
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Contact
Golf Attractions are always happy to talk about your venue and explore what options
are available and best for you. For more information get in touch.

info@golf-attractions.com

www.golf-attractions.com
31 Commercial Road, Poole,
Dorset, BH14 0HU, UK
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